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Wooster Voice Editors
New Women Senators, WSGA Judges
Take Post After Mid-year Voting

Mid-year elections for women students filled key positions in the Senate and the Women's Student Government Association as Matty Bryan, Betty Harley, Helen Cutler, and Charlotte Murphy took the senator's oath and Sally Hendrickson, Alice Clark, Marrian Stewart, Betty Harvey, Nancy Kasenow, and Nancy Scholl. According to Fyler Baker, who presided, "Miss Murphy has been elected to the rank of judge in the Student Government Association as well as WSGA."

Active schollorship committee co-chairpersons are Betty Harley, Helen Cutler, Anna Hinke, Betty Clark, and Fred Dunn. This committee is the second oldest organization on campus, the first being the English Club. It has been in existence for over 100 years in its present form. The club's Constitution dates back to 1947 for the English club's earliest years. It has been a vital part of campus life, promoting the study of English literature, language, and culture.

Eva Le Gallienne Here Tonight in Scenaes in Shakespeare, Chekov

Eva Le Gallienne is a well-known actress and director known for her work with the New York Shakespeare Festival and the British Shakespeare Company. She is also a noted translator and has adapted several of Shakespeare's plays for modern audiences. Le Gallienne was born in New York City in 1926 and is a graduate of the University of Oxford. She is married to the actor and director John Le Gallienne.

Syra Luke Prof Speaks On 'China's Prospects'

A lecture to be delivered by Dr. Christine Syra Luke, a professor of Chinese Studies at the University of Wisconsin, will be held on Tuesday, November 15th at 7:30 PM in the Student Center. The lecture will focus on China's economic prospects and the challenges it faces in the 21st century. Dr. Luke is a well-known scholar in the field of Chinese studies and has published several books and articles on the subject.

To Cast Anderson's 'High Tor' For Women

A performance of the play "High Tor" by Josephine Bracken will be held on Monday, November 21st at 8 PM in the University Theater. The play will be directed by Professor Donald Fisher, who is also the chair of the Theatre Department. The cast will consist of both male and female student actors.

World News

Premier Joseph Stalins declared that he is willing to sign a peace treaty with the United States and has presented peace proposals to the United Nations. The proposals include a number of conditions that must be met before peace can be achieved.

For New Writers

Applications are now being accepted for the 2022 Writers' Conference. The conference will be held from June 15th to 18th at the University of Wisconsin. The conference is open to all writers, regardless of experience, and will feature workshops, seminars, and panel discussions on a variety of topics.

Chorus Begins Tour in Canton

The Women's Chorus will begin its fall tour on October 28th with a performance at the Canton Symphony. The tour will continue to other cities across the state and will conclude on November 18th with a performance at the University of Wisconsin.
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Graduating Class of 1928 Graduates

The Class of 1928 held its 100th anniversary celebration on September 18th at the college. The event included a keynote address by President David F. Bowers, a virtual class reunion, and a special concert performed by the college's music department.

Sphinx of America

The Sphinx is a prominent feature of the Wooster campus. It is a 60-foot-tall statue that was erected in 1928 to commemorate the college's centennial. The statue is made of marble and is located in the center of the campus.

April 15, 1928: The Sphinx of America is erected at the College of Wooster.

Friday, February 3, 1949

Published in the Wooster Signal, the local newspaper of the College of Wooster, Ohio. The newspaper covers local events, campus activities, and national news. The issue includes a story on the College's 100th anniversary celebration, a profile of the Class of 1928, and coverage of national events such as the end of World War II. The newspaper is published every Thursday and is available online.
Let's Have Exam Files

This is the only one now. After finals, all that remains is to finish off exam files to be made up by the student. A final exam is left over for each exam at the end of the course, and then any exams that are taken during the course are also left over.

We understand that some students have not yet had their exam files returned. If so, they should be returned to the office immediately.

Try a Positive Approach

Misinformation is one of the challenges of a democratic society. It is important to help people understand the facts behind various issues. This week, we focus on the importance of accurate information.

Examining the Exam:

Final exams can be challenging for some students. However, by reviewing the material and preparing for the exam, students can increase their chances of success. It is important to remember that exams are not just tests of knowledge, but also tests of personal development.

Sororities and Fraternities:

Sororities and fraternities are organizations that provide students with a sense of community and belonging. They also offer opportunities for leadership and personal growth. It is important to remember that these organizations are not just social clubs, but also communities that provide support and guidance.

A Note on Invasive Species:

Invasive species are plants, animals, or other organisms that are not native to an area and can cause harm to the local ecosystem. It is important to be aware of invasive species and take steps to prevent their spread.

A Note on Future Study:

Future study is an important component of college education. It is important to focus on the long-term benefits of education, rather than just the short-term benefits. By doing so, students can increase their chances of success in the future.

A Note on U.S. History:

U.S. history is an important aspect of our education system. It is important to understand the history of our country and the events that have shaped it. By doing so, students can gain a deeper appreciation for the values that have guided our nation.

A Note on International Relations:

International relations is an important aspect of our education system. It is important to understand the relationships between different countries and the challenges that they face. By doing so, students can gain a deeper appreciation for the complexities of our world.

A Note on Science:

Science is an important aspect of our education system. It is important to understand the scientific methods and the processes that are used to conduct research. By doing so, students can gain a deeper appreciation for the importance of scientific inquiry.

A Note on Technology:

Technology is an important aspect of our education system. It is important to understand the role that technology plays in our society and the ethical implications of its use. By doing so, students can gain a deeper appreciation for the importance of technology.

A Note on Sports:

Sports are an important aspect of our education system. They provide students with opportunities for physical activity and social interaction. By doing so, students can gain a deeper appreciation for the value of sports.

A Note on Music:

Music is an important aspect of our education system. It provides students with opportunities for creative expression and emotional connection. By doing so, students can gain a deeper appreciation for the importance of music.
Kent State Jars Wooster Five; Kilties Weaken in Third Period

Coach Dave McDowell's Kent State cagers brought an offensive threat to Sewickley gymnasium last Saturday that many pedestrians and fans of the Yellow Jackets were unable to turn away. When the last whistling blew, Milnor's boys had dropped another Ohio Conference tilt by a 58 to 44 score.

Although Kent State fans claimed every point in the early going, it was a third period start that was responsible for the final score. A 16-6 lead for Wooster in the opening two and a half minutes, the Black and Gold came back after the break, as the Kent State team looked to set the game up for a showdown in the final 10 minutes, but failed. The break looked to be as much as 10 with five minutes left in the game, when Serpa took a shot after a well executed break in the frontcourt by Hartley. It was the first of the game for Kent State, and the last for Wooster.

At Halftime, the Kent State boys held an eight point lead over the Yellow Jackets, 34 to 26. Wooster managed to score a single point in the second half, and that was a free throw, when Ross was called for a foul, and inserted the ball into play. It was the last point of the game for the Yellow Jackets, and the first for Wooster since the first half, when Ross had a similar opportunity.

In the final minutes of the game, Wooster was able to bring the score closer with an increase in both the Kent State's shot selection and Wooster's defensive efforts. The score was 58 to 44 at the final buzzer, giving Wooster the win, and ending Kent State's winning streak at six games.

In the second period, Wooster led by 14 to 10, and in the final period, Kent State led by 26 to 16. The Kent State team was not able to make up the difference, as they were outscored 24 to 8 in the final period.

Wooster was led in scoring by Junior John Washington, with 17 points, followed by Senior Jack Miller, with 14 points. Kent State was led in scoring by Senior Mike Serpa, with 15 points, followed by Sophomore John Hartley, with 13 points.

In the third period, Kent State was able to increase their lead to 11 points, and hold it for the final minutes of the game. Wooster fought back in the final minutes, but were unable to close the gap.

In the final minutes of the game, Wooster was able to bring the score closer with an increase in both the Kent State's shot selection and Wooster's defensive efforts. The score was 58 to 44 at the final buzzer, giving Wooster the win, and ending Kent State's winning streak at six games.

In the second period, Wooster led by 14 to 10, and in the final period, Kent State led by 26 to 16. The Kent State team was not able to make up the difference, as they were outscored 24 to 8 in the final period.

Wooster was led in scoring by Junior John Washington, with 17 points, followed by Senior Jack Miller, with 14 points. Kent State was led in scoring by Senior Mike Serpa, with 15 points, followed by Sophomore John Hartley, with 13 points.
Kenyon Cagers Victors 61-49; Wooster Wins in Final Period

The victory, won by Kenyon over all Ohio Alliance last year, gave the team from a losing team to a winning team in a period by three points. The score was almost half the first half, and the last half was won by a margin of ten points. This was the third loss of both the winning and the losing teams, with both teams making only four points. The Kenyon team was led by the importance of the game.

Eagles Clipped by Wooster Five

In the women's division, Wooster College, Mass, was defeated by Milligan College, 12-13. The score was tied by the end of the third quarter, and the final score was four points. The Wooster team was led by the importance of the game.

Children's Art Makes Hit in Wishart Museum

Exhibit on children at the John and Walter Wishart Museum. An exhibit of children's art was presented from the elementary schools of Wooster.

Wishart Museum

Reflecting the works of youth, openness, and freedom, these 12-year olds go far to prove that even children can be seen, the desire of the Mr. Howard, head of the Wishart Museum, to demonstrate the

Photos Ask Ids

John Addison, Voice photographer, is making arrangements for four services, one of which is connected with the previous photo. He is making arrangements for four services, one of which is connected with the previous photo.

MANN'S LAUNDRY

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING

In Each State

IDEAL DAIRY

Quality Dairy Products

133 N. Bever St.

Phone 119

FEVBEZ 14TH

May we suggest Music boxes - Jewelry - the most remembered gift

DAORMAIRS

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING

Quality Repairing

225 East Liberty Street

SRIBBEY & DUBSON

Jewelers

SINCE 1909 ON THE SQUARE

SPORTS

SPRAY DEODORANT

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

The newest way to stop perspiration without any uncomfortable odor away.

Just squeeze the magic tip!—delivery instantly. Protects your skin and clothing.

NO BRUISING

NO LINKAGE

NO WASTE

A full year's supply

$1.25

HUSK MOSS

Wooster Hotel Bldg.